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A: Have you considered using requests? pip has a very limited number of built-in "exports" and doesn't support
parallel downloads, but requests allows for some things you can't do with pip. They say a lot of their documentation is
about using requests to download things and there's a whole lot more documentation online, including the basic GET,
POST, and PUT requests you need to get started. Edit: Here's a quick stackoverflow that shows some of their
capabilities. If pip can't handle what you want to do, you have a couple other choices. wget is good at handling
downloads across the Internet, although if you're on a campus network you might not be able to use it. You could also
write a simple script in Python. Google to end Android One programme in India - piyush_soni ====== piyush_soni
We have just seen this over on HN and I was quite surprised. Some good explanations on why they did this here: [
And for those of us who aren't aware, Android One is Google's low-cost Android tablet programme. It was launched
around 2011, a few months after Google launched the Nexus 7. ------ sjroot I'm still stuck on the "Google has one of
the best support networks on Earth" line from the article. I call B.S. ~~~ piyush_soni Care to explain what you mean?
~~~ sjroot The author claims that Google's network is the best because it has the best customer support. I think the
anecdote provided by the author in that claim points to a different conclusion. ~~~ piyush_soni Well, there's
probably a few side-stories like that. There are a lot of stories like that in the tech industry. A lot of factual error in
most stories I post here. A lot of 'one-sided' comments too :) ~~~ s
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